
Association of Ukrainians of Victoria  
71st Annual General Meeting 
Saturday 24 November 2018 

3.00 p.m., Ukrainian Community Centre, Essendon 
 

MINUTES 
 

 
1. Opening 

The President of the Association of Ukrainians in Victoria (AUV), Mr Slawko Kohut, 
called the AGM to order at 3.05 p.m.  
 

2. Australian and Ukrainian National Anthems. 
The AGM opened with the singing of the national anthems of Australia and Ukraine. 
 

3. Minute’s silence. 
A minute’s silence was observed in remembrance of deceased members and victims of 
the ongoing war in Ukraine and the Holodomor. 
 

4. Election of AGM Chair and two AGM Secretaries 
Mr S Kohut nominated Mr Marko Misko as Chair of the AGM and, as Secretaries, 
Professor Marko Pavlyshyn and Ms Maria Verbovetski. The nominations were carried. 

 
5. Ratification of the Agenda  

Mr M Misko proposed the addition, following Item 6 of the agenda, of an additional 
item, “Greetings.” 

 
6. Election of Verifying and Election Committee 

Ms Orysia Stefyn, Mr Vasyl Mykhaylyk and Ms Anna Chalabarczuk were nominated by 
Mr David Hassett and seconded by Mr Nikolaj Pyk. Carried. 
 

6a. Greetings 
 A written greeting had been received from Mr Phillip Botte (Plast Federal Executive). 

Oral greetings were received from: 

 Mr Nikolaj Pyk (Plast Victorian Executive); 

 Mr Andrew Lech (SUM – Ukrainian Youth Association); 

 Dr David Hassett (Dnister Ukrainian Credit Co-operative Ltd.); 

 Ms Halja Brynzia (Kalyna Care); 

 Mr Vasyl Mykhaylyk (Parish Council, Ukrainian Catholic Parish of Saints Peter 
and Paul of Melbourne); 

 Ms Orysia Stefyn (Ukrainian Education Council of Victoria); 

 Fr Andriy Mykytiuk (Ukrainian Catholic Parish of the Dormition of the Mother 
of God, Ardeer); and 

 Ms Maru Jarockyj (Ukrainian Women’s Association of Australia). 
 
7. Ratification of the Minutes of 70th AGM  

In a series of points of order,  

 Mr George Korytsky asked whether the AGM was quorate; said that he had not 
seen the minutes of the preceding AGM and that there was no agenda item of 
Business arising from the Minutes that would enable clarification of matters 
raised at the previous AGM; asked why proxy votes were admitted at the AGM, 
while they are not mentioned in the Constitution; and asked why the minutes 
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did not include a record of the discussion of Honorary Members and their 
rights; and 

 Mr Ivan Guglak requested that the spelling of his surname in the minutes be 
corrected and observed that at a certain point in the minutes a question had 
been recorded, but not the response to it. 

In response to the matters raised,  

 Ms Irene Stawiski informed the AGM that 56 AUV members were present and 
48 proxies were held, rendering the meeting quorate; 

 Mr S Kohut clarified that the minutes had been made available; 

 Mr M Misko, Mr Wal Mykytenko and Mr D Hassett in their various 
contributions explained that minutes are an account of the substance of 
proceedings, not a transcript, and that the purpose of the agenda item was to 
confirm the accuracy of the minutes or correct mistakes in them, not to enter 
into discussion of matters raised in them. 

 Mr M Misko advised that proxies are valid at AGMs unless specifically 
prohibited by the constitution of the organisation. 

Ratification of the minutes was moved by Mr D Hassett, seconded by Mr N Pyk, and 
carried. 

 
8. Board Reports  

President’s Report  

 Mr S Kohut spoke to the President’s report that had been circulated. He 
pointed out that after the previous AGM the Board had fourteen members, not 
counting himself. There had been four resignations for personal reasons. The 
Board had worked harmoniously during this term. It had co-operated closely in 
the social welfare sector with Ms Teklia Jaworsky, who was supported by Ms 
Tatiana Zachariak. Mr S Kohut also acknowledged the contributions of AUV 
operations manager Ms Irene Stawisky, Mr Andrew Mandyczewsky, who had 
undertaken essential upgrades to Ukrainian House, Ms Marjana Miladinovic, 
Mr Vladimir and Ms Paraskeva Laholat and Mr Roman Kocaj. 

 The Board’s first priority was financial: to regain control of AUV finances. This 
had been achieved. 

 The second priority was to resolve the question of the purpose and guiding 
principles of AUV. The Board’s work this term had been guided by the motto 
“Unite, Support, Promote.” The ambition of the Board was to unite people who 
identify as Ukrainians, not just members of AUV. While the AUV encourages 
use of the Ukrainian language, it recognises that not all people of Ukrainian 
heritage speak Ukrainian and welcomes all as its members and potential 
members, regardless of the language that they speak. In pursuit of the 
principle of “Unity” the Board had collaborated with Ukrainian community 
organisations and outside bodies. It intends to maintain a single calendar for all 
Ukrainian activities of all organisations. 

 As regards “Support,” the AUV is not yet capable of offering financial support 
to initiatives that it would like to advance, but Mr S Kohut expressed the hope 
that in three or four years it would be in the position to do so. As regards the 
motto “Promote,” the Board aimed to show elements of Ukrainian culture to 
others in the Australian community. 

 Work was done to improve Ukrainian House as venue and to hold more, and 
more varied, events there. 

 Reform of the AUV constitution was an important objective for the Board. The 
1950s constitution was not adequate to present needs. An extended discussion 
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over four years had resulted in the draft presented to the AGM. Mr Kohut 
urged support for new draft of constitution. 

 Stage 1 of the development of AUV properties was well under way, with the 
construction of the building on the site adjacent to Ukrainian House almost 
complete. In April 2019 the AUV should receive seven of the newly-built 
apartments. One would be sold to cover the AUV debt to the Australian 
Federation of Ukrainian Organisations (AFUO) and the remaining six would be 
offered for rent. As regards Stage 2, the development of the site of Ukrainian 
House itself, the Board had decided to resist pressure to develop the site early 
and intended instead to take its time in finding an appropriate development 
partner. Potential developers have come forward and have offered 
development ideas. The Board’s objective is to retain the headquarters at 3-11 
Russell Street. It expects to stay in the existing building for at least two years. 

 Mr S Kohut commended Ms T Jaworsky’s excellent work in social welfare. AUV 
receives an annual grant of $90,000 from the government for this purpose and 
is striving to ensure that it continues to receive the grant. 

 After the resignation of the treasurer, Mr Ross Merunovych, Mr S Kohut took 
over this role. The audit of AUV finances had found the Association’s accounts 
to be in good order. However, the AUV is losing about $60,000 per annum. 
There was a need to consolidate the financial plans of the AUV central Branch 
and other Branches. Hitherto, AGMs had been delayed due to the difficulty of 
bringing together all relevant Branch financial information. AGMs should be no 
more than two or three months after end of financial year. Auditors should be 
active in helping improve AUV’s financial reporting. The Board proposed for the 
next reporting year to employ new auditors with a more active role. The Board 
aimed to hold the next AGM in October 2019. 

 The AUV central Branch had adopted the Xero accounting system, which is 
easy to operate. Mr Paul Herczaniwski was the AUV’s bookkeeper, but his role 
extended beyond bookkeeping. The intention was to move all AUV accounts to 
Xero, and the Geelong and Noble Park Branches had already agreed to do so. 
The $600 membership fee would be paid by AUV, and training for the transfer 
to this system would be provided. As a result it should be possible at any time 
to review the financial state of all Branches, enabling the audit of the AUV to 
be undertaken by the second week of July. 

 The AUV’s overall loss in the 2017-2018 financial year was about $100,000, 
most of it incurred at Essendon. Branches were either in the black or almost so. 
The Essendon loss was $144,000. Of this, $56,000 was a paper loss due to the 
sale of the community hall in Newborough: in 2013 the building had been 
valued at $180,000, but it finally sold for $123,000. Legal fees for Stage 1 of the 
Russell Street redevelopment comprised another major one-off expense. 

 

At this point, it being 4.00 p.m. on Holodomor Memorial Day, the meeting paused to 
remember and honour the suffering of the victims and survivors of the Holodomor, joining 
with participants in similar acts of memory worldwide. A memorial candle was lit, while Fr A 
Mykytiuk led the meeting in the singing of “Eternal Memory.” 
 

 Mr S Kohut continued. The legalities involved in Stage 1 were complex. The 
firm Clayton Utz did some of the work pro bono, but there were nevertheless 
costs of $44,000. These are non-recurring. 

 The remaining deficit was expected to be controlled once Stage 1 is complete 
and its dwellings occupied. The AUV expected annual rent income of $150,000. 
The mobile phone antenna contract, which continues until 2020 and may yet 
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be extended, brings in $20,000 p.a. A social welfare grant of c. $85,000 may be 
expected. Despite a decline in income from rental of the Ukrainian House hall, 
it was expected that, overall, break-even budgets would be possible in the near 
future. 

 Finally, Mr S Kohut reported that the AUV’s financial statement was ready for 
the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC). 

 
Report of the Deputy President and Communications Director 

 Ms L Slipetsky acknowledged the work of Ms I Stawiski, who had worked far 
more than her paid hours, and the contributions of Ms M Miladinovic and 
young AUV members.  

 Administration had improved. Cheques had been phased out. Communication 
with Branches intensified. Meetings were held with Branch presidents. The 
Wodonga Branch was visited. Minor improvements were made to Ukrainian 
House. Bollards and signs alongside Ukrainian House resolved parking 
problems. The completion of Stage 1 will make possible the refurbishment of 
the front part of Ukrainian House. 

 Of the several events run by the AUV and listed in the Board’s report, Ms L 
Slipetsky highlighted the Ukrainian Independence Day Festival at Victoria 
Market, whose success had induced the City of Melbourne to grant $12,000 for 
the event in 2019. The visit to Bonegilla to mark the 70th Anniversary of 
Ukrainian Settlement in Victoria had been a great success. It had attracted 
many non-members of the AUV, some of whom had since become members.  

 AUV had participated in the Australia Day parade in 2018 and would do so 
again in 2019. 

 The sale of merchandise remaining from the operation of the former Postup 
co-operative had been initiated.  

 Communication. With the aim of extending its reach, AUV had intensified its 
electronic communications, utilising Facebook (“likes” increased from 400 to 
1800) and, for the younger generation, Instagram. The number of Google 
searches for the AUV had increased dramatically. The use of Mailchimp had 
resulted in significant savings on postage. The AUV website now contains an 
events calendar, a food page, news, and contact details for Branches. 

 The AUV has begun issuing a Bulletin. 

 Two consultations with members of the public had been held. 

 Membership was increasing. Electronic application for membership had 
become possible. There were now 25 student members, up from 2. 

 Of several collaborations with other organisations, Ms L Slipetsky drew 
attention to a joint initiative with the Mykola Zerov Centre for Ukrainian 
Studies at Monash University, spearheaded by Monash PhD history candidate 
Ms Iryna Ordynat, to organise the AUV archive. Monash student Ms Alice 
Jefimenko had served an internship at AUV in Essendon for credit toward her 
Ukrainian Studies major. 

 AUV, assisted by AFUO president Mr S Romaniw, successfully advocated for the 
creation of the Victoria-Ukraine Parliamentary Friendship Group. Members of 
the Board had networked with key persons in government and public service 
circles. 

 
9. Audit Committee Report  

Audit Committee chairperson Mr Michael Laba thanked his fellow Committee 
members and read the Committee’s report (attached).  
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10. Discussion of Reports  

 Ms Liuba White, noting that “Support” was one of the AUV mottos, proposed that AUV 
might investigate ways of supporting young people from Ukraine. Local Ukrainian 
business people could support Ukrainian professionals from Ukraine, who in turn 
could use their skills in supporting the community. 

 Mr G Korytsky asked why the Newborough valuation remained unchanged for four 
years, creating a notional loss when the hall was sold for less than expected. Mr S 
Kohut agreed that the lack of a timely valuation had been unfortunate and expressed 
an intention to ensure three-yearly (at least) valuations of AUV properties. 

 Mr Victor Rudewych referred to the 2018 Balance Sheets and queried the meaning of 
the term “Purchase Price” for 3-11 Russell Street, listed in the papers as $2 million. Mr 
S Kohut reported the accountant’s explanation: $2 million was the value of Ukrainian 
House at the valuation preceding the most recent one. “Purchase price,” he agreed, 
was a misleading term.  

 Mr Roman Zachariak inquired whether the St Albans Branch of AUV had agreed to 
move to Xero. Mr S Kohut replied that to date the St Albans Branch had not responded 
to AUV’s proposal. 

 
11. Vote for absolution  

Mr M Laba moved, and Ms O Stefyn seconded, “absolution” of the retiring Board. 
With two abstentions, the motion was carried. 

 
12. Election of President  

Ms L Slipetsky presented the one candidate for election to the post of President, the 
incumbent, Mr S Kohut. The motion to elect Mr S Kohut was moved by Ms T Zachariak, 
seconded by Mr N Pyk, and carried. 
 

13. Election of Directors  
Six persons were presented for election to the Board as a single bloc: 

 Ms L Slipetsky; 

 Mr Felix Figurek; 

 Mr V  Mykhailyk; 

 Mr Danylo Stefyn; 

 Ms Olena Dyachkova; and 

 Ms Natalie Harasemcuk.  
The motion to elect these persons to the AUV Board was moved by Ms Luba Pryslak, 
seconded by Ms M Jarockyj, and carried. 

 
14. Election of Internal Audit Committee  

The following were proposed as members of the AUV’s Internal Audit Committee: Mr 
M Laba (chair), Mr A Lech, Mr Myron Flunt, Mr N Pyk and Mr I Guglak.  
The motion to elect these persons to the AUV’s Internal Audit Committee was moved 
by Mr R Zachariak, seconded by Ms O Stefyn, and carried. 
 

15. Election of Election Committee  
Mr S Kohut explained that there is no obligation under the Constitution to elect an 
Election Committee, but it was open to the AGM to do so if necessary. Mr Pavlo Seniw, 
who had chaired Election Committees in the past, commented that, nomination forms 
now being available online and facilitating nomination prior to the AGM, an Election 
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Committee was unnecessary. There being no nominations from the floor, no 
committee was elected. 

 
16. Motion to approve proposed NEW AUV Constitution  

A note in the Agenda provided the following explanation of this item: 
The AUV constitution is out of date. Under the previous Board, a Constitution 
committee worked for 3 years on a new draft. This was reviewed by the current Board 
and modified slightly with the advice from Branch Presidents and legal specialists and 
is presented for voting.  
If passed: By at least a two-thirds majority: the Executive Committee (EC) will appoint 
an investigating committee of not fewer than 5 members (clause 41) which will 
investigate the suggested amendment and report to the EC in 48 days after 
appointment (clause 42). The EC will then notify members of the result of the 
investigation (clause 43) and the proposed amendment may (with the concurrence of 
the investigating committee) be passed at a general meeting by at least a three-
quarters majority. Potential continuance of AGM to 17 February 2019 for the vote on 
the new constitution, or such other date as may be notified by the EC to members.  

 Mr M Misko further explained that the purpose of this motion was to 
commence the formal process of adopting a new constitution.  

 Mr G Korytsky questioned the need for establishing an Investigating 
Committee, rather than discussing the draft and voting on it at the AGM. The 
establishment of such a committee would return the AUV to a situation where 
it had previously been some time ago. Mr M Misko responded that a future 
AGM would have the final say on the draft constitution, but the process 
created the opportunity for members to address the Investigating Committee 
with proposals in advance of such an AGM. Mr S Kohut further clarified that 
the process was mandated under the existing Constitution. Because timelines 
stipulated in that Constitution had not been observed, and process had to start 
again.  

 Mr V Rudewych observed that the anticipated procedure was workable and 
commendable, providing 48 days for comment to the Investigating Committee, 
and then further opportunity for consideration at an AGM. Anticipating the 
agenda item “Proposals to directors,” Mr V Rudewych commented that the 
Board had done a formidable job, making progress on building, initiating new 
activities and advancing the reform of the Constitution. Addressing the AUV’s 
need for greater cash flow, Mr V Rudewych recommended that a suitably 
qualified advice group be formed to look at financial strategy. Mr S Kohut 
agreed. 

 Mr S Kohut, summarising the prehistory of the motion, pointed out that there 
had been unhappiness in the Branches with the former Constitution. The draft 
Constitution, worked on over several years by a Committee, was based on 
model rules modified to meet AUV’s needs. This draft constitution had crossed 
the first, but not the second, hurdle to its adoption as specified in the old 
Constitution. The present Board had met Branch heads and had asked them 
about their main concerns. These came under four headings: structure, voting, 
property, and changes to constitution. In particular, Branches wanted to 
ensure that all their members would be able to vote at AUV AGMs. Under the 
proposed draft there would be no structural changes to the AUV. Property 
would not to be controlled exclusively by the central Branch at Essendon. A 
lawyer had worked on the draft, rewording clauses to clarify this. There would 
be a single AUV membership. AUV would continue to hold the titles to all AUV 
properties. Within AUV there would continue to be Sections and Branches. A 
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member would continue to be able to join any Branch or Section. Each of these 
would be able to have their additional rules and levy additional membership 
fees and would continue to function independently and manage their 
properties, but without holding title to them. Proxies would be written into the 
Constitution. General voting at AUV AGMs would be by simple majority. Major 
issues, including disposal of property, would require a majority of 75% at an 
AUV AGM. Any member would be able to be nominated for election to the 
AUV Board, but only members of a Branch or Section would be able to vote at 
Branch or Section AGMs.  

 Professor M Pavlyshyn asked what mechanism was envisaged for channelling 
feedback about the draft Constitution to the Investigating Committee, and how 
the process of discussion and approval of the draft at the AGM was to take 
place. Mr S Kohut responded that feedback should be put in writing and sent to 
the AUV Board, which would convey it to the Investigating Committee. Ideas 
concerning the process of ratification at the AGM included approving the full 
constitution, then addressing amendments, or vice versa (Mr S Kohut) and 
presenting the AGM with a list of the submissions to Investigating Committee 
(Mr D Hassett).  

 Mr I Guglak asked what would prevent directors from selling AUV property 
without recourse to an AGM. Mr S Kohut reiterated that a 75% majority in 
favour of such a sale at an AGM would be needed before such a sale could take 
place. 

The motion to proceed to reform the Constitution as detailed above was moved by Mr 
I Guglak and seconded by Mr V Rudewych. The motion was carried (107 for, none 
against, 2 abstained). 
 

17. Proposals to the Board of Directors  

 Ms O Stefyn, returning to the question of how AUV members and other Ukrainians 
could support one another, offered as an example the case of two surgeons who 
would soon arrive from Lviv to work at the Royal Children’s Hospital. They will be 
financed by a charity organisation in United Kingdom, but need accommodation for 
five weeks from 8 January 2019. Ms O Stefyn encouraged those present to consider 
offering hospitality. 

 Ms L White suggested that a list of newly arrived immigrants or visitors from Ukraine 
could be maintained for the purpose of connecting them to existing networks and 
persons in related fields of activity. 

 Ms H Brynzia made a plea for shorter concerts, perhaps not exceeding 1.5 hours in 
length. Ms L Slipetsky reported that new, more interactive approaches to AUV events 
were under consideration. Mr S Kohut remarked that Carols by Candlelight would take 
place at Ukrainian House on 13 December 2018. 

 Ms Mary Lech made the suggestion that one of the units in Stage 1 of the Russell 
Street development might be used as short stay accommodation for people from 
Ukraine. 

 
18. Remarks by the President of the Ukrainian Chamber of Commerce (UCC) 

 Mr D Stefyn reported that the UCC had been established in 2015 to facilitate business 
relationships between the two countries. While extensive cooperation between 
Australia and Ukraine existed in other fields, business connections were 
underdeveloped. There was a need for co-operation – a need of which younger 
people, especially, were conscious. Mr D Stefyn invited people involved in business 
invited to contact the UCC, which had an easily locatable Web presence. Areas where 
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business collaboration had commenced included grain cultivation and fashion. A trade 
delegation to Ukraine was planned. 

 
19. Meeting closure  

 Mr S Kohut congratulated newly elected members of the Board. He expressed hope 
for a very good year with new people and new ideas. Priority tasks to be addressed by 
the Board in the upcoming year included reform of the Constitution, improvement of 
AUV finances, and study of the alternatives for the AUV’s Essendon building.  

 Ms L Slipetsky reminded members of the Holodomor memorial service to be held at 
the Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral on the following day; of Carols by Candlelight on the 
13 December; of the Ukrainian box office hit “Crazy Wedding,” to be shown at 
Ukrainian House, premiering on 8 December; and of “Malanka vyshyvanka” on 19 
January. She drew attention to the fact that Ms Katya Slipetsky was offering Ukrainian-
themed merchandise for sale in the hall, including copies of Vol. II of Ukraintsi v 
Avstralii [Ukrainians in Australia]. Ms L Slipetsky concluded with an expression of 
thanks to Mr S Kohut, a sentiment that was met with acclamation. 

 
The AGM concluded at 5.45 p.m. 
 
 
 
________________________     _______________________ 
Professor Marko Pavlyshyn, Secretary    Mr Marko Misko, Chair 
 
 
 
________________________ 
Ms Maria Verbovetski, Secretary 
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Audit Committee Report for the 2017/18 year 

The Audit Committee of the Association of Ukrainians in Victoria (AUV) for the 2017/18 year 

comprised of Michael Laba (Chair), Ivan Guglak, Andrew Lech, Myron Flunt and Nikolaj Pyk. 

The AUV Audit Committee (the ‘KK’) completed the following tasks as part of the review of 

the AUV:  

General Operations:  

- Reviewed invoices paid for expenses.  

- Reviewed electronic funds transfers into / from AUV general account.  

- Reviewed cash received from operations and cash banked. 

- Reviewed insurance cover for employees, accident, volunteers, directors and public 

liability for all of the AUV. 

- Reviewed insurance cover for all AUV buildings and contents.  

- Reviewed Work Cover premium payment.  

- Reviewed payment of local council rates and land taxes.  

- Reviewed GST and BAS reporting. 

- Reviewed the AUV Key Register.  

- Reviewed the possession and safekeeping of titles for AUV properties.   

- Reviewed the AUV member list.  

- Reviewed the taking of minutes and Board secretarial duties.  

- Reviewed rental income received from the Principal Contractor as part of Stage One 

development contract. 

- Reviewed payment of interest and principal to the Australian Federation of Ukrainian 

Organisations (AFUO). 

- Reviewed the sale contract for property at Balfour St, Newborough. 

- Reviewed asbestos report for 3-11 Russell St, Essendon. 

- Reviewed payroll records for all employees. 

- Reviewed financial reports provided to the board in relation to major events (Malanka, 

EuroVision, Independence Day)  

- Reviewed the substantiation of purchases made by AUV employees and directors.  

 

AUV Venue Management:  
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- Reviewed income received at bank for venue management.     

- Verified AUV registration for food handling and service of liquor. 

- Sighted events management and booking calendar. 

- Sighted evidence of training delivered in relation to Responsible Service of Alcohol. 

 

Senior Citizens:  

- Reviewed invoices paid for expenses.  

- Reviewed electronic funds transfers into and from Senior Citizens Club general 

account.  

- Reviewed cash received and cash banked. 

- Reviewed the financial report for presentation at the Senior Citizens Annual General 

Meeting. 

- Reviewed the Senior Citizens Club membership list.   

 

Ukrainian Studies Support Fund (USSF):  

- Reviewed income received at bank.    

- Reviewed expenses paid from USSF accounts.    

- Reviewed the payments made to Monash University.   

- Sighted records of investments held by the USSF. 
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Notes in relation to Audit Items:  

In the process of conducting the Audit, it is important for the members to note the following 

items: 

1. We have sought to audit all transactions of the AUV.  

2. Financial reports have been audited by an external, independent auditor, not the KK. The 

KK note that this process is consistent with AUV conventions and with requirements of 

good corporate governance.  

3. The record keeping and payment systems have significantly improved.  

4. The KK completed an audit of the Senior Citizens Club. A detailed report was submitted 

by The KK at the Annual General Meeting of the Club. 

5. Postup as a business operated by the AUV has ceased. All matters associated with Postup, 

including bank accounts should be reviewed.  

6. The Board should review the management and operation of the USSF including the 

potential to claim back franking credits. This matter should be reviewed prior to the next 

Federal election. 

7. The USSF should supply regular financial reports and minutes of USSF board meetings to 

the AUV Board. 

8. The AUV should obtain an updated asbestos report. 

9. Special purpose financial reports for each major event should be prepared by the event 

manager, if appointed, and should reviewed and reconciled by the Treasurer, or prepared 

by the Treasurer where no event manager is appointed. These reports in turn will be 

reviewed by the KK as part of our Audit. 

10. Employee arrangements should be reviewed to ensure that they comply with current 

legislation, regulations and awards.  

 

 

 

AUV Audit Committee – 24 November 2018 


